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following week.
The highest priority is the work needed to get public
trains running again. After that comes the construction of the
carriage shed followed by the rebuilding of the Darlington
carriage.
Our season will start with a Volunteer’s Day on June 6th.
This will act as a “shake down” to make sure everything
works OK. All rides will have to be pre-booked and this will
avoid large crowds forming. The first public day will be
Saturday 26th June followed by every Sunday until
November (date not yet decided).
There will be a Ghost Night (or nights) and Santa
Specials (dates of both are not yet confirmed).

Back to Kempton
Yes, were are back at work again and hoping that we get
no more interruptions. We are planning to run public trains
from late June but there is a lot to do before that. The
carriages need to be “Covid safe” but there is a lot of other
work to be done, catching up on best part of a year’s
maintenance. It took several days just to decide all the jobs
which needs to be done and it is not clear how many
volunteers will return to do them. A year of inactivity has
taken its toll on me and my volunteering will be much more
“supervisory” rather than “hands on”.
However, on the first day back, Tuesday April 1 st, we
had a record number of volunteers and that was repeated the

The carriage shed site after the first of four base slab sections was laid – 27th April
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Darent Update – Spring 2021

Our plans for 2021
Bernard Chorley, Operations Manager

Jerry Scholefield

The first thing to say is that we have lots planned for the
remainder of 2021 despite our budget constraints resulting
from closure in 2020 and part of 2021. Our planning for
2021 started in 2020 with proposals for projects being
discussed with Team Leaders and the Technical Committee.
The proposals were budgeted, drawn up as a plan for 2021
and presented to the Society Committee for approval.
For the remainder of 2021 we will focus on a small
number of projects. Our first priority is getting ready for
opening to the public on Saturday 26 June. There is a lot to
do for this, we need to put in place “COVID-19 safe”
measures such as screens between compartments, deep
cleaning regimes, on-line ticket booking etc.
We must maintain the assets we already have; our
locomotives, coaches, mobile equipment and permanent way
will all be serviced to keep them functional and safe. Fences,
toilets and other items will be refurbished.
A major project that we aim to complete before the end
of 2021 is our new carriage shed. This will be a huge asset
for us, allowing us to store and work on our carriages and
wagons in a dry and secure area. A large pit will allow us to
more easily service our locomotives too.
There will be a push to progress the mainline this year.
Considerable work is going on in the background in an
effort to submit a planning application, hopefully in July. As
you can probably imagine, this is a huge challenge; we need
to get the approval of our landlord, numerous local and
national authorities, provide detailed diagrams, soil surveys,
habitat surveys and ground penetrating radar surveys.
Also in the plan for this year is the restoration of our
Darlington coach. When complete, it will allow us to carry a
significant number of extra passengers and will help to
increase the income from our popular Ghost Nights and
Santa Specials.
The long-promised site signs using our new logo should
be in place soon.
Finally, a quite exciting development of our site is to
open up the area to the left of the track just beyond the
station as an arboretum, with access from the picnic field.
This is turning out to be a lovely space where we plan to
place a few benches, some trees in memory of our
volunteers who have sadly died and additional viewing area
for visitors.
Each quarter I will publish a detailed plan of work for
the next 3 months developed from the annual plan, first one
is in the signing-in room now. Please do not start any project
that is not on the list, they have all been costed, reviewed
and approved. Even if it doesn't involve money it will
involve resources that we need to meet our aims for this
year. Talk to me if you think anything is missing.

We began work again at the end of March to fix a few
small steam leaks that didn’t cause it to fail the boiler
inspection last October but shouldn’t be ignored. This
required a new gasket on the clack-valve to boiler barrel
flange and re-making some threaded joints in the cab
manifold.
The boiler water injectors are always taken off as part of
the winter lay-up for a general internal clean-up and for frost
protection. I take these home for safe keeping and bring
them back when we are ready to refit them, however we
fitted one but couldn’t find the other! As I couldn’t
specifically remember bringing them in I assumed the
missing one may still be at home so there followed a

The missing injector

Jerry Scholefield

thorough search of my garage-workshop, conservatory, my
car boot and Dick’s car boot, with no avail. With increasing
panic I looked into buying a replacement but an identical
unit was unavailable and the nearest reconditioned
alternative would have cost over £1000 ! The search then
progressed to the steam shed and although I thought I had
looked everywhere, Michael found it in a large plastic
chocolate box, bringing much relief all round!
The most involved task of the pre-season checks is the
cleaning and inspection of the oil pads in the rear axle
bearings. These bearings have recently been upgraded to
“bottom feed” oil supply type and we need to ensure the
pads are clean and making good contact with the axle to
maintain the required oil film. The procedure requires the
rear of the loco to be jacked up enough to allow the bearing
blocks to protrude out of the ‘horns’ to allow the lower
section that contains the pads to be removed. The keeper
plates and brake rods need to be removed first to allow
access. It was a long day and working in the pit was
awkward at times but we completed the task on Sunday 25th
April.
We intend to fill the boiler in the next few days and have
a test steaming with the target of having Darent ready for
familiarisation and training work by Mid May.
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Working Parties

This was the first day for volunteers after lockdown. The
weather was rejoicing also as we had clear blue skies and
the warmest March day for 53 years. Obviously volunteers
were raring to go as we had 32 signed in which may be
another record. Most were suffering from the unaccustomed
heat.
The main job was progressing the carriage shed by first
getting all the tools and equipment ready and uncovering
some parts of the previous work. The rest of the day seemed
to be to put down ballast and compact it with the
Wackerplate. The concrete floor will be laid on top of it
Out on the track the cant was set back where it should be
after the pounding given by Darent and its test trains – it did
a good job of compacting the ballast.
Elsewhere Darent was having more work done to it.
As you might expect there was a lot of gardening going
on and a new fence was going up to the viewing area,
slightly nearer to the track.
Thursday 1st April
Weather much the same
as Tuesday but quite a bit cooler.
There was a great shunt of wagons with much swopping
between the extension and the station siding and v/v,

Tuesday 16th March & Thursday 18th March
(JM)
A wide range of work projects were discussed including
the replacement electric fence installation (which will be
done fairly soon), renovation/re-organisation of the toilet
facilities, signage around the complete site, supply of water
to the loop, maintenance of the footbridge over the
aqueduct, re-arrangement of various rolling stock around the
loop, planting of memorial trees on the south west side of
the loop, cleaning up and fitting the garden shed into the
area outside 'Hounslow Hall',, replacement and painting of
various lengths of fencing around the loop, re-organisation
of the work area under the A316, renovation of the 'toy
train', etc., etc.
There is still a lot of further discussion to take place this
coming week regarding the track work maintenance, the
coach shed and progressing the mainline and as we have
only limited resources/money it is likely that some further
pruning of jobs will be required.
Tuesday 23rd March
There was more discussion as to who would take on
various responsibilities and which volunteers would be
assigned to which tasks assuming that they return as they
said they would.
A thorough, visual, examination of the track took place
especially the section which was re-laid a year back.
Although that had been carefully aligned and well packed it
had dropped in places. This was probably have been caused
by the test runs with Darent hauling two full ballast wagons,
a loaded flat wagon and the very heavy guards van giving
the track a good shake down. Just for good measure the two
ballast wagons & the flat wagons were given another 10 laps
behind Spelthorne.
Meanwhile, John Morson was oiling wagon wheel
bearings in preparation for a move round to take place soon.
When the carriage shed is finished a siding will be laid out
through the back door and all little used wagons will be
parked there. It has the advantage that if we let the
undergrowth grow the wagons will be largely unseen. There
is quite a lot to do before we can run public trains.
Tuesday 30th March

Carriage Shed Progress Report - Week Ending Apr 4th 2021
Continued Site Levelling works to formation for general slabs
Continued Site Levelling works to formation for track recesses
Levelling formation to receive perimeter kerbs slab area 1/2
Provisional Positioning of Kerbs
Pumped minor amounts of rain water out of inspection pit
Established Survey stations to accurately position Track Recess
Checked location of Bridge 4 mainline for future GPR Survey
Refresher Site Safety Briefing given
Work Operations Given
Some Further Fill from Stock brought onto Site
Weather
Tuesday-dry-hot –light wind
Thursday - dry • cooler – light wind
Sunday - N/A
Tuesday 6th April
What a difference in
temperature from last Tuesday. With temperatures hovering
around 5C and a strong northerly wind it felt like one of the
coldest days we had experienced at Kempton.

Close up of entrance to Arboretum
The carriage shed site at our return
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A new viewing/picnic area is being opened up beyond
the old picnic area (to be known as the Arboretum). Several
old dead trees have been removed and eventually the area
will be grassed.
Some parts of the Loop track were given a pre-season
check.
Robert reports on what he did on Tuesday 13th April
I'm normally busy with my two projects being the
Darlington coach and clearing the Heritage track bed and its
deviation curve.
There is much to do with the Darlington coach as to date
we have stripped it down, removed the roof to another part of
the works bay and inverted it ready to treat and paint the
inside. We have recently inverted the chassis so that we can
install a new braking system. We will soon have the modified
wheels back from Riverside Engineering ready for a test run.
Another side line being worked on is the Sand Blaster. This
was found to be completely blocked so we have cleaned it out.
A new Mylar sheet has been installed to protect the viewing
glass. We now await a ceramic nozzle and new operator's
gauntlets.
Other than track bed walks to check on the site condition
no work has been actioned on restoring the MWB railway.
However, there has been much work being action on the
Hanworth loop and Clive and I assisted by clearing fallen trees
that straddled the fencing around the proposed
Arboretum/Picnic area.
. Should any one of our readers wish to join my team
please call me on 02089795003 or 07808295957 or Bernard C
Our stock of 35lb fishplates were moved from outside
“Hounslow Hall” to under the flyover. This was to release
space for another shed. The move was made more difficult
as the wooden box they were in fell apart and had to be
replaced.
Thursday 15th April
Pretty much a repeat of Tuesday.
Tuesday 20th April – nice day much as last Thursday. In

Entrance to Arboretum
A good number of volunteers (32) turned up and a lot of
work was done. However, the carriage shed construction

Part of the old iron railings in Arboretum probably
dating back to days of the Kempton Park estate.
Robert Leadbetter
could have done with more volunteers to progress the job
faster. The work undertaken was mostly concerned with
getting the floor ready for concreting and surrounding it
with kerbstones.
Elsewhere, the new fence for the viewing area was
progressing and work was in progress to even out rail gaps.
There was the usual gardening and general tidying up.
Thursday 8th April
Still cold but a bit
warmer than Tuesday.
On the carriage shed site mesh was being prepared to go
under the concrete slab. The new fence in the viewing was
progressing well with most of the posts concreted in.
PW work was restricted to blowing leaves out of points
and then greasing the points. Work was limited due to lack
of volunteers.
The floor pan/underframe of the Darlington carriage was
turned over with the crane. This will allow cleaning and
painting of the underneath. Whilst it is in that position the
wiring and brake pipes can also be fitted. It was interesting
to note that there was evidence of a derailment at some time.
Tuesday 13th April
A cold start warming up
later. Volunteer numbers holding up (30).
Work on steel mesh for carriage shed floor continued –
concreting first section of floor slab soon.
The new fence in the viewing area almost completed.

Peter Binns paints the new fence
addition, the new fence was painted. Robert continued
working on the underframe of the Darlington carriage,
removing parts for cleaning.
Thursday 22nd April
Much as before but don’t think this implies little was
done. Unfortunately, the ordered concrete for the shed floor
did not arrive. No time was lost, however, as the team
continued preparing reinforcement mesh for the next
section.
Tuesday 27th April
Warm & dry.
The concrete wagon arrived soon after 8am so by 9am
concreting the shed floor was well underway .. By 11am the
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wagon had gone and the gang were left to tidy up and
smooth out the floor. This leaves three more similar areas to
concrete.

Tuesday 4th May
Dry, cold & windy
Carriage shed base preparation continued.
The big chipper was brought out to chip the wood from
the Arboretum.
Robert reports:Progress was made on the Darlington coach today.
The connection between the coach and its bogie is by a
heavy fabricated steel cross member. This cross member is
bolted to the body by 4 seventeen mm bolts either side. I
thought that as this is primary structure it should be removed
for inspection as we have no idea of the corrosion between it
and the surrounding aluminium structure.

Fallen tree in Arboretum
RL
The horticulturists were still busy in the Arboretum and
elsewhere. Darent was pulled out for minor work and filling
the boiler. As it was filled the flow was measured so that
the capacity of the tank could be known.
Robert reports:- Working day report Tue 27 April 2021
We borrowed a 1 ton truck from the local builders to
move some materials that had to be collected from a donor’s
house and the donation was then deposited in our storage
depot.
We then worked on the sandblaster which the great
Engines kindly allow us to use. We got it working but still
require improvement. The Internal work gloves need
replacing and the ejector hose needs a modification.
However we managed to complete the job in hand which
was to clean the aluminium supports for the roof of the
Darlington coach. These will now be given a coat of etch
primer, and undercoat and top coat in the approved Gardenia
White.
Wednesday 28th April
Robert reports again:Wednesday was chosen as it did not interfere with the
main working days of Tuesdays and Thursdays
The objects of the visit were.
1. To introduce volunteers to the site.
2. To review the Hyde’s field site
3. Move the tipper truck buckets into a tidy line.
4. Inspect the stock existing at the site.
First time visitors were Alan Roberts, Joni Kokona and
Richard Stephenson. Others who attended were Janet Hales
and Clive Penfold and me.
All arrived at 10 am so that I could unlock the gate and
relock it after they entered. Thames Water insists on this
procedure.
After walking the heritage trackbed site to the Red
House reservoir we returned to the Hyde’s field station area.
All agreed that the site needed tidying up but were not
able to manhandle the tipper truck buckets. These will have
to be moved by a JCB. This is in hand.
Joni inspected the two locally designed trucks and
reports that they are in good shape and would be useful but
need a coat of paint.
The tipper trucks could be restored but will need
welding.
All went home at 12.00

The cross-member with bogie pivot
RL
To the cross- member are riveted the floor panels and
these rivets had to be removed also. The cross member will
have to be cleaned, de-corroded and then repainted as will
the surrounded bodywork. The bogie pivot is greased via a
grease tube that makes it serviceable from trackside so we
must make sure that works before we reassemble the coach.
There is light corrosion on the underside panels and that will
have to be attended too. All the brake system has been
removed and will have to be reinstalled as will the electrical
system.
The seats were removed early on and one of our
members is refurbishing them with wood preserver and
varnish.
The roof that was removed some time ago lies upside
down and has been washed down and waits repainting inside
with Gardenia white. The top will have to be inverted and
painted. At the moment grey has been chosen but the shade
of grey has not been decided. It should complement our
livery of Light Brunswick Green and Gardenia White. Our
livery group will decide, I hope. My choice was Gardenia
white as with white roofs our coaches would look
resplendent running thorough the verdant countryside bit I
was rejected as more volunteers thought the cleaning off
Durant's smuts would be too much work.
The roof supports stanchions are currently of a goldenly
fairground etch and will have to be reworked.. The
stanchion roof brackets have been sandblasted and are in the
process of being etch primed, undercoated and then finished
with Gardenia white. Anybody wishing to help on this
project please contact our volunteer co-ordinator.
Progress on this project is slow as most of the volunteers
are working on building the coach shed and the
infrastructure that goes with it whilst other volunteers are
working clearing the Arboretum and even more are
preparing for the summer opening.
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The Metropolitan and Thames Valley Railway:
(now known as The Shepperton Branch)

Bob Bond

I recently bought an old booklet on Ebay entitled
Sunbury and the Thames Valley Railway, (TVR) written by
Kenneth Y. Heselton and published by the Sunbury &
Shepperton Local History Society in 1975, with an updated
second edition dated 1994.
I am not going to summarise the contents of the booklet

Shepperton Station and its steam hauled service, also
prior to 1916.
to cut across to the Brentford Branch. Another version of
this piece of counter-factual history is contained in an article
by W J Scott in the Railway Magazine of January 1919
which has the route starting near Acton and travelling
through South Ealing to the Brentford Line.
The GWR at that time was still committed to the sevenfoot broad gauge and hence the Thames Valley Railway
would have been of that gauge, except that in case the
London and South Western Railway (L&SWR) wanted to
operate trains on the branch instead of or as well as the

Hampton Station prior to electrification in 1916.

Map of the proposed Metropolitan Thames Valley Railway from Drayton Green to Chertsey Bridge.
With thanks to K Y Heselton for drawing the map. Photos: Bob Bond collection
but I will summarise some parts.
The railway as planned in 1861 was not originally
intended to run trains from Waterloo Station as happens
now, but from Brentford, being linked there to the Great
Western Railway (GWR) line to Brentford Dock. To get
there, the branch would have left the GWR main line at
Drayton Green near Hanwell, (6.5 miles west of Paddington)

GWR, the line would be laid as a mixed gauge railway. In
other words, the TVR company only wanted to see the
railway approved and built and then wished for an
established major railway company to operate it under
licence or through purchase.
The original planned route from Brentford was to go via
Isleworth, with a branch to Richmond station, but not the
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to provide hospitality accommodation. (See “The line that
leads to the new Ian Allan headquarters", J N Faulkner,
Railway World, February, 1964).
A full description of Kempton Park Station, its L&SWR
sidings, and its connections to Kempton Park Race-Course,
will appear in the next issue of Newsbrief.

station we know in Surrey. This Richmond station would
have been in Middlesex in what is now East Twickenham.
Moving on through the original Twickenham station the
main line went to Strawberry Hill and headed for Fulwell
except that station was to be called New Hampton. Then the
route took it to (old) Hampton as it does now, but one
version is that Sunbury did not want any smelly trains in
their town centre, whereas the second version is that the cost
of building through Kempton Manor (now Kempton Park
race-course), compensating the owner, and avoiding the
river-side waterworks, was too great, so the route had to be
diverted around the town via the future Kempton Park
station and present-day Sunbury station, and then on to
Shepperton. But Shepperton was not the intended terminus,
Chertsey was. To be precise not the town of Chertsey but the
other (wrong) side of Chertsey Bridge. Chertsey town said
‘no thanks’ on the basis that they already had a more
centrally placed L&SWR station, and after all the L&SWR
did not need two stations there. So Shepperton became the
terminus despite being sited in a ‘potato-field’ and designed
as a through station.
In 1862, the TVR determined that the terms required by
the GWR for their operation of the line were not acceptable
so that company was excluded, the word ‘Metropolitan’ was
dropped from the railway’s title, the mixed gauge planned
line became standard gauge only, and the L&SWR agreed to
operate a shortened version of the branch commencing at
Strawberry Hill. The appointed contractors were John Aird
& Son, who offered to extend the railway to Chertsey at
their own expense, which was not taken up. There were
many vicissitudes concerning finance, governance and
construction along the way, but in 1866 the Thames Valley
Railway Company Ltd. was wound up and the L&SWR
formally took over ownership, the line having opened by the
L&WSR on a licenced basis in late 1864. It had taken three
years to build 7.5 miles.
Although built to be double track, most of the route as
opened was single track, with passing loops, doubling being
undertaken in stages, and completion was achieved in 1878.
An extension to Chertsey was again considered in the
1880’s but was once more turned down. Initially all trains
travelled via Twickenham and Strawberry Hill, but in 1890
the curve at Shacklegate Junction was put in so that trains
could travel via Teddington and Kingston, where some
terminated at the low-level station, although this route so
popular today was only put into regular use in 1901.
The quite early electrification seems to have been
precipitated as a blocking move by the L&SWR to combat a
1912 takeover proposal of the Thames Valley line by the
Central London Railway who wanted to extend their
‘underground’ railway empire to Shepperton. The other
factor favouring electrification and hence faster running,
was competition from the rapidly developing tram system
such as that between Twickenham, Fulwell, Hampton,
Teddington and Kingston. Such was the success of the
trams locally that L&SWR reduced some train fares by 30%.
During the Second World War, the up line between
Sunbury and Shepperton was used to store crippled wagons,
and some peak hour services terminated at Sunbury. A new
halt at Upper Halliford was opened in 1944 with a platform
on the down side only to serve the nearby factory by the
name of British Thermostats, and in the 1963 Ian Allan Ltd
built offices next to Shepperton Station and housed their
retired Pullman Car ‘Malaga’ there. The carriage was used

Webb Locos have issued the following Press Release
Team to build a forgotten steam locomotive
Work has started on a unique locomotive designed by the
Metropolitan Water Board over 100 years ago. The team at
Webb locos has set itself the challenge of building a replica
of the forgotten Metropolitan Water Board Kerr Stuart
Locomotive. Originally built in 1915, the three handsome
locomotives named, Hampton, Kempton, and Sunbury ran
for over 30 years, carrying nearly 150 tons of coal per week,
from the wharf on the River Thames to the pumping stations
at Hampton and Kempton.
Some 80 years since the demise of the three locomotives,
Webb Locos intend to build, from scratch, one of the
Britain's industrial narrow gauge locomotives, to the
original drawings. A true resurrection of our industrial
heritage and a tribute to those who worked so hard to
ensure a safe and plentiful supply of drinking water to
London’s ever growing population. With wheel castings
already delivered and other parts on their way, funds are
now needed to start work on the frames which will hopefully
be carried out by the Swanage railway, at their Herston
works.
Webb locos is a not for profit organisation made up of a
very small team of volunteers who met through the Hampton
and Kempton Waterworks railway. They share the same
dream, that the sound of steam, from one of the original
locomotives will once again be heard along the Hampton
and Kempton Waterworks.
For more information and how to donate and how to join
our club please visit www.webblocos.co.uk

Signalling on the HKWR

Jim Castle

As we hopefully get back to running trains again, interest
grows in developing the railway and particularly some form
of fixed signalling. The Rule Book currently “rejects” fixed
signalling as, without special arrangements, we only operate
a “one engine in steam” system with the driver as the person
in charge of all movements on the Hanworth Loop. This is
safe because the access crossovers to the Loop are “clipped
and scotched” (clamped and chocked), and the clips
padlocked with keys on the “token” which is constantly in
the driver’s possession.
In the years to come with a single line extending into the
South Field towards Bunny Lane, things will become a lot
more complicated simply because the person in charge will
become some sort of Controller and cannot physically see
where the train (or trains!) is, let alone direct movements
without mechanical or technical assistance. So the time will
come when we have to regulate the train service safely with
signals, or perhaps, radios (an easier and cheaper solution
but not “fail safe”).
Controlling fixed signals and points by wires and rods
from a central point will require ingenuity, effort and cost.
But I know many Members of the Society would welcome
this as a significant development of the Railway. We can
proceed safely with this in the years to come and may yet try
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experiments with flags and indicators to see what is possible
and what is not. Part of the “real railway” project?
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A New Website for HKWR!
Linda Roberts, Publicity Manager, HKWR
At the end of 2020, our long-awaited new HKWR
website was finally launched. The design and development
of the site started in 2019 by me and two other willing
volunteers. The ‘Team’ were determined to create a new
website that was easy to navigate, attractive in terms of
imagery and content, and interactive so as to engage the
public.
Designing and building a website takes a tremendous
collaborative effort (achieved virtually via Zooming in
2020/21!) but MWBRS Chairman, Colin Clode, Volunteer
Ian Jones-Healey, and I, put our heads together to deliver
what we believed would be a great media asset for HKWR
and a website that our MWBRS members would also
hopefully be proud of. It was clear that our events needed
more focus and publicity, and that new sections needed to be
included and expanded upon, such as ‘Join Us’ to encourage
new members and volunteers, as well as Archiving and
Environment. The ‘Donate’ menu button was also an
important addition, in that donations from the public were
able to be easily given by direct use of a credit card to assist
with the funding of our restoration project.
The website team had different skills to make it all come
together. Colin gave huge support for the website build, as
well as reviewing content, and Ian, very thankfully, was able
to technically build the site and act as Webmaster. I was
involved in the design of the site, writing creative copy, and
providing the appropriate imagery from our photo library.
With the railway closed due to Covid-19, we didn’t
really have a chance to witness perhaps what a difference
the new website may have had concerning the visiting
public but with our reopening on Saturday 26 th/Sunday 27th
June 2021 and a new online booking system for normal
operating days, Colin, Ian, and myself are hoping that our
new website will be a great publicity tool for HKWR. Great
teamwork though made it happen!
Bookings open on the HKWR website mid-May.
Visit www.hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk/
Linda Roberts
l.d.roberts691@gmail.com. Mobile: 07796322463
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